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Abstract—The growing explosion in the use of surveillance
cameras in public security highlights the importance of ve-
hicle search from large-scale image databases. Precise vehicle
search, aiming at finding out all instances for a given query
vehicle image, is a challenging task as different vehicles will
look very similar to each other if they share same visual
attributes. To address this problem, we propose the Repression
Network (RepNet), a novel multi-task learning framework, to
learn discriminative features for each vehicle image from both
coarse-grained and fine-grained level simultaneously. Besides,
benefited from the satisfactory accuracy of attribute classi-
fication, a bucket search method is proposed to reduce the
retrieval time while still maintaining competitive performance.
We conduct extensive experiments on the revised VehcileID [1]
dataset. Experimental results show that our RepNet achieves
the state-of-the-art performance and the bucket search method
can reduce the retrieval time by about 24 times.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, there is an explosive growing requirement of
vehicle image retrieval and re-identification from large-scale
surveillance image and video databases in public security
systems. The license plate naturally is an unique ID of
a vehicle, and license plate recognition has already been
used widely in transportation management applications. Un-
fortunately, we can not identify a vehicle simply by its
plate in some cases. First, some surveillance cameras are
not designed for license plate capturing, i.e. the resolution
of such cameras is not high enough to clearly show the
numbers on license plate. Second, the performance of plate
recognition systems decrease dramatically when they try to
classify some confusing characters like “8” and “B”, “O”
and “0”, “D” and “O”, etc. Most importantly, license plates
are often easily occluded, removed or even faked which
makes license plates less relevant to each single vehicle.
Therefore, visual attributes based precise vehicle retrieval,
which aims at finding out the same vehicle across different
surveillance camera views using information learned from
vehicle appearance, has a great practical value in real-world
applications.
Though the problem of vehicle retrieval and re-
identification has already been discussed for many years,
most of the existing works rely on a various of different
sensors [2] and can only be used to retrieve vehicles shar-
ing the same coarse-level attributes (e.g. color and model)
rather than exactly the one in the query image. Compared
with other popular retrieval problems like face and person
retrieval, vehicle retrieval could be more challenging as
many vehicles sharing one or more visual attributes have
very similar visual appearance. In other words, even with
classification results of coarse attributes, it is still not enough
for us to know which exactly the vehicle is. However, there
are some special marks such as customized paintings, dec-
orations, or even scratches etc, that can be used to identify
a vehicle from others. Therefore, precise vehicle retrieval
algorithm should be able to not only capture coarse-grained
attributes like color and model of each vehicle but also learn
more discriminative feature representing unique details for
it.
2. Related Work
Recent advances in image understanding have been
driven by the success of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) [3] and many methods are proposed to improve
the classification accuracy, by learning critical parts that
can align the objects and discriminate between neighboring
classes [3], [4], [5], or using distance metric learning to
alleviate the issue of large intra-class variation [6], [7].
However, such models cannot perform well on fine-grained
level tasks like precise retrieval which needs information
beyond attribute labels. For example, a model can hardly tell
the difference between vehicles having the same attributes
(e.g. make, model, year and color) if it is only trained
to classify those attributes. To get over this weakness, a
potential solution is to incorporate similarity constraints
(e.g. contrastive information [8] or triplets [9]). This type
of constraints can effectively learn feature representations
of details, which cannot be clearly described with attribute
labels, for various tasks including verification and retrieval
[10]. Note that triplet constraint has been widely used in
feature learning for face recognition [11] and retrieval for
many years, since it can preserve the intra-class variation.
Therefore, an intuitive improvement is to combine the
classification and the similarity constraints together to form
a CNN based multi-task learning framework. For example,
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Figure 1. Saliency map of features from different layers in RepNet with PRL. The brighter an area is in the saliency map, the more information of the
original image in that area is embedded in the given feature vector. The first column is the query image and column two to five shows the saliency maps
of four feature vectors – Fbase, Fmodel, Fcolor and FSLS−3, respectively.
[12], [13] propose to combine the softmax and contrastive
loss in CNN via joint optimization, while [10] combine soft-
max and triplet loss together to reach a better performance.
These models improve traditional CNN because similarity
constraints might augment the information for training the
network. In addition, [14], [15] concatenate features from
different layers into a longer feature vector before being
fed into loss layers so as to reduce information loss and
increase the representation capability of intermediate layers.
However, all these strategies still have several limitations.
1) They do not take the difference of each task into con-
sideration, because all the visual features learned from the
low-level convolutional groups and the following FC layers
are shared among all the tasks. In this way, non-correlated
constraints cannot be treated independently, harder tasks
cannot be assigned with deeper layers (i.e. more weights)
and interactions between constraints are implicit and un-
controllable. 2) Similarity constraints (e.g. triplet loss) as
well as classification constraints (e.g. softmax loss) are all
conducted directly on the last fully-connected feature, so
that similarity constraints are partially constraining the same
thing as classification constraints do. Since classification
constraints are designed to learn features shared between
vehicles in the same class, while similarity constraints is
used to capture unique information of each vehicle, the
undesired overlapping of the two kinds of constraints sig-
nificantly limits the performance of similarity constraints
by distracting them with those shared features. Besides,
this overlapping can further hurt the convergence of model
training. As shown in Figure 1, the saliency map of feature
vectors generated by these models are very similar to those
in the second column, which shows that the feature vectors
embed information almost equally from every part of the
vehicle.
To address this problem, we propose a novel multi-task
learning framework, RepNet, with two streams of fully-
connected (FC) layers after convolutional groups for two
different tasks – attribute classification and similarity learn-
ing, and also a Repression Layer to connect the two streams.
So that the features generated from the relatively shallow
stream, which is used for attribute classification, can be
used as a feedback to guide the following similarity learn-
ing, to make them focus better on special details without
embedding to much information of attributes. As shown in
the third to fifth columns in Figure 1, different tasks do
focus on different part of the vehicle and features learned
from similarity constraints (col 5) have little correlation with
those learned from classification constraints (col 3 and 4).
In addition, benefited from the two stream structure of
this framework, we introduce a bucket search strategy to
significantly reduce the time we spend on retrieval without
sacrificing too much accuracy. We also enrich the ”Vehi-
cleID” dataset [1] with a new attribute and conduct extensive
retrieval experimental on it.
3. The Proposed Approach
3.1. Repression Network
The main difference between other deep multi-task
learning models and Repression Network is that we sep-
arate the fully-connected layers (FC layers) after the deep
convolution structures into two streams, one for label-based
attributes classification (Attributes Classification Stream,
ACS) with softmax loss and one for detail-oriented similar-
ity learning (Similarity Learning Stream, SLS) with triplet
loss [11]. Then a Repression layer is added between the
two streams. As shown in Figure 3, the Repression layer
connects the SLS with the ACS by interacting the feature
Figure 2. RepNet takes image triplets as input and feeds them through three networks, including convolutional groups, FC layers and Repression layers
(REP), with shared weights. Names and dimensions of output features are listed above and under each layer. Repression layer takes two feature vectors
FSLS−1 and FACS as input. Only the anchor image in each triplet is used for attribute classification, i.e. only the network for it has FC layers and loss
functions after FACS .
from first layer in SLS (FSLS−1) together with the feature
from the final FC layer in ACS (FACS).
The basic idea of building such a model is that we want
the deep network to generate two independent sub-features
from two different levels – coarse attributes and details,
so that each sub-feature can embed more discriminative
information for that level and can be better used to perform
precise retrieval tasks. For example, if the query image
is the top left one in Figure 1, we can first find all the
images of grey Volkswagen Sagitar from the database as
candidates and then narrow down using details like cus-
tomized painting, decorations, scratches or other special
marks. For vehicles, however, coarse-grained attributes and
special marks are always independent, like a sticker or
a scratch can appear on either a white KIA sedan or a
black Honda SUV. That is why we can use two different
streams for each of them. Moreover, based on previous
experiment results [10], coarse-grained attribute learning is
much easier than the similarity learning, i.e. the former
in a multi-task learning framework converges much faster
than the latter and can reach a higher accuracy. Thus, we
design the network with relatively fewer FC layers in ACS
to get its final feature earlier. Finally, through the Repression
layer, the early-extracted ACS feature is used to give certain
feedback to the following SLS learning process, so as to
reduce or even eliminate the information about those coarse-
grained attributes being embedded into SLS and make it
focus more on those potential details.
In general, this is a novel multi-task learning framework
which better utilizes the power of multi-task framework to
generate two discriminative sub-features as independently
as possible for two different level of tasks – coarse-grained
vehicle attributes classification and learning details beyond
attribute labels. In addition, it is able to solve the issue of the
slow and difficult convergence of the triplet loss in previous
multi-task learning frameworks.
3.2. Repression Layer
The inputs of the Repression layer are two vectors –
FACS and FSLS−1, which have the same dimension denoted
as Dinput. The output of the Repression layer, denoted
as FSLS−2 with dimension Douput, is the feature vector
fed into the second layer in SLS. We build three different
Repression layers and compare them in the experiment.
Product Repression Layer (PRL). PRL performs
element-wise product for two input feature vectors and maps
the new vector into Doutput dimension space:
FSLS−2 = WTPRL(FSLS−1 ◦ FACS), (1)
where WPRL is a Dinput×Doutput matrix. The derivatives
of (1) with respect to each input feature vector are given by:
∂E
∂FSLS−1
= (WPRLδSLS−2) ◦ FACS , (2)
∂E
∂FACS
= (WPRLδSLS−2) ◦ FSLS−1, (3)
∂E
∂wij
= δSLS−2[j]× FACS [i]× FSLS−1[i], (4)
where δSLS−2 = ∂E∂FSLS−2 is the gradient calculated for
FSLS−2, wij is the element in the ith row and jth column
of WPRL and E represents the loss, which is triplet loss in
our experiments, used for similarity learning.
Subtractive Repression Layer (SRL). Similarly, SRL
performs element-wise subtraction for two input feature
vectors and maps the new vector into Doutput dimension
space:
FSLS−2 = WTSRL(FSLS−1 − FACS), (5)
where WSRL is also a Dinput ×Doutput matrix. Likewise,
the derivatives of (5) are given by:
∂E
∂FSLS−1
=
∂E
∂FACS
= WSRLδSLS−2, (6)
∂E
∂wij
= δSLS−2[j]× (FACS [i]− FSLS−1[i]).(7)
Concatenated Repression Layer (CRL). CRL concate-
nates two input feature vectors into a larger vector and maps
it into Doutput dimension space:
FSLS−2 = WTCRL[FSLS−1;FACS ]
= WTCRL−1FSLS−1 +W
T
CRL−2FACS , (8)
where WCRL is a 2Dinput×Doutput matrix, WCRL−1 and
WCRL−2 are Dinput×Doutput matrices. The derivatives of
(8) are given by:
∂E
∂[FSLS−1;FACS ]
= WCRLδSLS−2, (9)
∂E
∂wij
= δSLS−2[j]× [FSLS−1;FACS ][i]. (10)
Repression layer is designed to keep the information
learned in ACS from being embedded into SLS and to
balance the scale of weights in two streams. SRL is the
most intuitive method to reduce information embedding
from one feature to anther, which can be used as a baseline
for RepNet. PRL increases the modeling capability as it is
able to model the inner product of two feature vectors. We
can assume two vectors have little correlation, if they are
orthogonal to each other. Compared with the previous Re-
pression layers which tend to directly model the relation of
two features, CRL, a linear transformation and combination
of two features, is the most magic one and is able to model
more complicated cases beyond explicitly defined distance
measurements.
3.3. Training the Network
We use cross-entropy loss on the softmax normalization
for attributes classification and triplet loss for similarity
learning. All the CNN models, based on VGG [16] including
five convolutional groups, in our experiments are trained
with the widely-used deep learning framework ”Caffe” [17]
and are fine-tuned from a base line model which can only
be used for attribute classification. We set the mini-batch
size for gradient descent to 90 which means 90× 3 = 270
images are fed in each training iteration. We start with a
base learning rate of 0.001 and then lower it by repeatedly
multiplying 0.5 after every 50000 batch iterations. The
momentum is set to 0.9 and weights for all losses are set
equally.
In terms of similarity learning, one important issue is
triplet sampling because it can directly determine what can
TABLE 1. CORRELATION BETWEEN FSLS−1 AND FSLS−2
Model Correlation p-value
2S w/o REP 0.9986 < 10−2
RepNet+SRL 0.9975 < 10−2
RepNet+CRL 0.9953 < 10−2
RepNet+PRL 0.9898 < 10−2
be leaned by the network. For our Repression layer based
multi-task learning framework, only the hardest triplets, in
which the three images have exactly the same coarse-level
attributes (e.g. color and model), can be used for similarity
learning. The reason of doing so is that the similarity learn-
ing stream is designed to learn something beyond attributes,
i.e. some details that can not be described by labels, so the
features learned by SLS should have nothing to do with
attributes classification. Otherwise, the feature learned from
SLS could be partially overlapped with that from ACS,
which will deteriorate the performance or expression of our
model.
4. Repression Analysis
4.1. Canonical Correlation Analysis
We use Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [18] to
show that Repression layer can repress certain information
being embedded in the following features, i.e. decrease
the correlation between FSLS−1 and FSLS−2. Specifically,
CCA will learn the projections for FSLS−1 and FSLS−2 fea-
tures, through which the correlation between the projected
features get maximized and this correlation is what we used
to represent the relation between those two features.
We first derive the covariance matrices ΣXX and ΣY Y
and cross-covariance matrices ΣXY and ΣY X for FSLS−1
and FSLS−2 which are denoted as X and Y on the training
set. Then, without losing generality, we pick the eigen-
vectors of the largest eigen-values of Σ−1XXΣXY Σ
−1
Y Y ΣY X
and Σ−1Y Y ΣY XΣ
−1
XXΣXY to project FSLS−1 and FSLS−2
onto a one dimensional space. The Pearson correlation co-
efficients between the projected features are listed in Table
1. Note that the correlations are very close to 1 because
the two features are only one layer apart and those values
are the maximum correlation they can get by projecting to
a one dimensional space. Nevertheless, we can still see a
1% decrease of correlation (RepNet + PRL), which means
there is certain information being repressed from passing
into FSLS−2 due to Repression layer.
4.2. Saliency Maps
We then demostrate the effectiveness of RepNet in a
intuitive way. We use the method introduced in [19] to
get the saliency maps of features extracted from different
layers. Specifically, by covering the image with a small
black square, we can calculate the difference between the
features generated from the new image and from the original
Figure 3. Saliency map of features from different layers in RepNet with PRL and a network with same architecture but repression layer. The first column
is the query image and the following two groups of four columns shows the saliency maps of four feature vectors – Fbase, Fmodel, Fcolor and FSLS−3,
respectively learned from two networks.
image. The larger the difference is, the more information
RepNet gains from the covered area. The saliency map for
the complete image can be generated by sliding the black
square across the whole image.
We take a sedan and a van as examples in Figure 1
to show that different tasks have different saliency map,
i.e. focus on different part of the vehicle. The saliency
map of Fbase spreads almost uniformly over the vehicle
in the image which means low-level layers extract infor-
mation from almost everywhere of the vehicle. However,
with strong constraints (i.e. loss functions) for each task,
the saliency maps of features extracted from the final layer
of each task fall on only some special area. For example,
in order to correctly classify the model and color of the
vehicle, our model focuses mainly on the front part of the
vehicle, especially the brand on the cooling fin and the color
on the engine hood.
The saliency map of the last FC layer in SLS demon-
strates the effectiveness of special detail extraction of our
model and Repression layers. One reason is that it focuses
on a small area on the top left of windshield on which
all the inspection stickers are mandatory to put. Note that
those stickers are compulsory for all the vehicles but can be
put in a different order and pattern which vary from owner
to owner. So, it can be used as a strong and special mark
to distinguish the vehicle in the current query image from
other vehicles having the same color and model. The other
reason is that, as shown in Figure 3, compared with the
saliency map of the last FC layer in SLS of the network
without Repression layer (col 9), the one for the RepNet
(col 5) includes much less information from other parts
of the vehicle, especially that from the front part which
is used for attributes classification. This is strong evidence
that Repression layer does repress the information used for
other tasks and makes the current stream focus on learning
the details beyond attribute labels.
5. Retrieval Experiments
In this section, we conduct thorough experiments of
this proposed model on the “VehicleID” dataset [1], a fine-
grained dataset of vehicle images with label structures.
Particularly, we aim to demonstrate that our learned feature
representations can be used to retrieve images of the same
instance with significantly higher precision or less retrieval
time than other CNN-based multi-task learning methods.
Note that we do not introduce any single-task models (e.g.
softmax classification or triplet learning) here because [10]
has shown the effectiveness of multi-task framework over
those models in discriminative features learning.
The four state-of-art multi-task learning models we com-
pare with are: 1) one-stream model with sotfmax and triplet
loss on last FC layer [10], 2) one-stream model with sotfmax
and triplet loss on concatenated FC layers [14], 3) two-
stream model with softmax and triplet loss at the end of
each stream, 4) two-stream model with softmax and coupled
clusters loss, i.e. Mixed Difference Network [1]. All the
CNN models have exactly the same five convolution groups
at the bottom and are fine-tuned on the same training data.
5.1. Dataset
The VehicleID dataset contains data captured during
daytime by multiple real-world surveillance cameras dis-
tributed in a small city in China. It contains 221,763 im-
ages of 26,267 vehicles in total and 78,982 images, which
have been used for model training, are labeled with three
attributes – color, vehicle model and vehicle ID. Color and
vehicle model are used as two coarse-grained attributes in
our experiments and there are 7 distinct colors, 250 distinct
models in total. For each vehicle ID, i.e. each vehicle class,
there are more than one images belonging to that class. Thus,
VehicleID dataset is suitable for our model training and
retrieval experiments. Additionally, in our experiments, we
also include 389,316 distractors which are vehicle images
collected by surveillance cameras in another city.
However, one significant weakness of VehicleID dataset
is that the vehicle images are either captured from the front
or the back and there is no label about this information. So,
we give all the images in VehicleID dataset a new label view
to describe from where the images were taken. Then, we
update the vehicle ID for each image according to its view,
so that images in the same original class but with different
views are split into two new classes. Now, we have 43,426
new distinct vehicles IDs.
We create two lists of query images from VehicleID
dataset for our retrieval experiments. Note that all those
query images do not appear in the training set and there
is no pair of them sharing the same ID. The first query list,
Random Query List, is made up of randomly selected 1000
images while the other one, Tough Query List, includes 1000
images with the largest inner-class sample number.
5.2. Evaluation Criteria
We evaluate our proposed model on the newly relabeled
VehicleID dataset following the widely used protocol in
object retrieval – mean average precision(MAP) and we also
report the “precision at k” curves.
“Precision at k” denotes the average precision for the top
k retrieved images, precision@k = 1k
∑k
i=1 Π(ri = rq),
where Π(·) ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator function, ri and rq is
the label of ith image in the ranking list and the label of the
query image. MAP is a more comprehensive measurement
describing precision and recall at the same time: MAP =
1
T
∑N
k=1 Π(rk = rq)precision@k, where T is the ground
truth number of the query image, N is the total number of
images in the database.
5.3. Bucket Search
Compared to the linear search method which exhaus-
tively computes the distance between query image and all
the images in the database, the bucket search only does this
for a list of candidate neighbors. Specifically, we first create
several buckets for each distinct attribute combination and
put all the images into its corresponding bucket. Note that
TABLE 2. MAP OF VEHICLE RETRIEVAL TASK
Model
Random Query List Tough Query List
Linear Bucket Linear Bucket
Search Search Search Search
1 Stream [10] 0.328 0.269 0.327 0.254
1S+Conc-FC [14] 0.325 0.265 0.334 0.250
2S w/o REP 0.291 0.315 0.299 0.268
2S+CCL w/o REP [1] 0.315 0.279 0.297 0.255
RepNet+SRL 0.328 0.308 0.344 0.277
RepNet+PRL 0.402 0.305 0.432 0.283
RepNet+CRL 0.441 0.341 0.457 0.288
attributes of images in database, except those in the training
set, and query image are predicted by the model. Then,
for each query image, we find out the bucket it belongs to
according to its predicted attributes and only compute the
distance of features generated from SLS, which is a much
shorter vector, between the query image and images lie
inside the same bucket. But for one stream models, we still
use the original feature for bucket search in our experiments.
In practice, however, since attributes classification can-
not work perfectly, images may not be assigned to the
correct bucket. We decide to check more than one buckets
for each query image. Specifically, for VehicleID dataset,
we check images in four buckets which represent the nearest
two colors and two models of the given query image.
5.4. Experiment Results
We compare our Repression Network with other multi-
task learning frameworks mentioned at the beginning of this
section. Since all models are constructed based on VGG
and use constraints on both classification and similarity
learning, we use only discriminative abbreviations to name
them. MAP of all the retrieval tasks are listed in Table 2.
Two stream models outperform one stream models in bucket
search which shows that splitting different constraints into
different streams can help each of them to get better sub-
feature. But with scale variations between sub-features, the
performance of linear search, which needs to concatenates
all the sub-features, for two stream models are greatly
affected. RepNets, however, have remarkably better retrieval
performance than all the other listed multi-task learning
frameworks in linear search and CRL stands out from three
repression layers for higher accuracy in both linear search
and bucket search. It demonstrates that RepNet is effective
for learning discriminative features for precise retrieval and
Repression Layer can help balance the scale of sub-features.
In addition, RepNet with PRL and CRL are the top two
curves in Figure 4, which also strongly proves the effective-
ness of our framework.
Even though bucket search cannot have the same re-
trieval performance as linear search according to Table 2,
it can greatly reduce the retrieval time. In our experiments,
we use features with dimension of 2348 (300 in FSLS−3
and 2048 in FACS) for linear search, and features with
dimension 300 for bucket search. The average retrieval time
for linear search and bucket search are 0.213s and 0.009s
Figure 4. Precision curves for different models. LS and BS are abbreviations
for linear search and bucket search.
respectively, which is a 24 times speed up for bucket search.
Additionally, as shown in Figure 4, the precision@k curves
of RepNet bucket search are no worse than those linear
search curves of other models, which means the quality of
the top part of the ranking list generated by RepNet bucket
search is equal to those generated by linear search of other
models. Moreover, the MAP of the RepNet bucket search
with CRL on Random Query List is even higher than the
linear search of other models.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a multi-task learning frame-
work to effectively generate fine-grained feature representa-
tions for both attribute classification and similarity learning.
A Repression layer is designed to keep the information
learned from attributes classification being embedded into
the feature representing specific details for each unique
vehicle and also to balance the scale of weights in two
FC layer streams. With a new attribute added to VehicleID
dataset, extensive experiments conducted on that revised
dataset prove the effectiveness of our framework as well
as the repression layer – higher image retrieval precision
with linear search and less retrieval time with bucket search.
These merits warrant further investigation of the RepNet on
learning fine-grained feature representation such as intro-
ducing hash functions to generate binary features or splitting
the convolutional groups into two groups. Besides, we can
extend our framework into wider applications like face and
person retrieval as well.
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